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Quick, convenient foods
How to eat healthily without spending hours in the kitchen

Top tips to eat well and save time
Want to eat healthily but struggling to find the time? Here are some
ideas to help you eat well, even if you’re short on time.
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• Plan ahead and prepare for the week. Spending a little time planning
and preparing can save you hours over the week.
• Keep a stash of healthy, low effort foods in your home and make sure
they're visible and easy to grab. You want to make it as easy as
possible to eat healthily.

Low effort cooking techniques
Meal prep tips
Ready-made meals

• Use your time wisely and multitask – could you spend an hour on the
weekend prepping food for the week while you watch your favourite
Netflix show?
• Take a bit of time when you’re next at the supermarket and scan the
aisles to see what convenient options are available. New innovative
products are coming on the market all the time so have a quick scan
to see what you can find.

1. Choose foods that don't take long to prepare
There are loads of foods that take very little time to prepare. Use the list
on the following page as a guide to help you stock up with healthy,
convenient foods.
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2. Use quick, low effort cooking methods
Here are some ways that you can spend less time in the
kitchen while making all sorts of healthy and delicious
meals.
Slow cookers are renowned for being one of the easiest
ways to cook.
All you need to do is add chop or prepare your
ingredients, add them into the cooker and leave it to
work its magic. Voila!
Air frying is the latest cooking technique that allows
you to create healthier meals with little or no oil. One
word of caution though – making a food with less fat is
just one aspect of healthy eating. Cooking sugary treats
in the air fryer doesn’t make them a health food!
Stir-frying has been used in China for centuries and is
now popular around the world as a quick and easy way
to cook.
Roasting may take a bit of cooking time but you don’t
need to hang around in the kitchen while it’s cooking
(maybe just popping in once or twice to turn the
veggies).
Top tip – you can roast veggies pretty quickly (20-25
minutes) if you chop them in to small pieces or slices.

Smoothies may not be your typical meal
but if you’re really short on time or just
don’t have any of your usual lunch or
dinner ingredients on hand, they can be a
good way to get in a ton of nutrition from
ingredients like fruit, milk, yoghurt, nuts
and seeds.
You can even throw in a handful of baby
spinach for some extra nutrients – it may
turn your smoothie a bit green but it
doesn’t change the flavour much.

3. Meal prep tips
You may have heard or seen the term ‘meal prepping’ and wondered if it’s something you should be doing. It’s not a
special technique and doesn’t require any fancy equipment other than some extra food containers. It just involves a
bit of forward planning and preparation (‘prep’) to set you up for a week of healthy eating.
Not only does it save you time from doing things more efficiently (e.g. chopping all your veg and preparing multiple
meals at once), it makes the rest of your week a whole lot easier because you don’t have to decide what to eat and
your time spent cooking will be a lot less.
How to meal prep:
• Plan your meals for the week. If you plan to make your main meals
and veggies separately, you can 'mix and match' them to give yourself
a bit more variety in your meals.
• Cook in bulk. Make more than you would normally make so that you
have plenty of leftovers to enjoy at other times. It can be helpful to
chill some and freeze some so you don’t have to have the same meal
multiple times in the first few days.
• If you want to make things really convenient for the rest of the week,
pre-portion each meal into separate containers when you’re prepping,
so you just grab one meal at a time when you need it. Make sure you
have enough food containers to cover your meals for the week.
• You don’t have to cook everything in advance if you don’t want to.
Even just planning your meals and chopping the foods that need
cooking can save you time and effort later in the week.

What about ready-made meals?
Ready-made meals can be tricky to navigate because they require a bit of knowledge to interpret the
ingredients and nutrition information, and they're often quite unhealthy. However, if you can find a healthier
option, it can be good to have as a back-up when you’re short on time.
Look for meals where the main ingredients (these are the ones listed first on the ingredients list) are healthy
foods such as vegetables, lean meat, poultry, fish, wholegrains or legumes, with a minimum of additives,
added fats, salt and sugar.
Many meal delivery services also have healthy options and meals designed for different nutrition needs e.g.
weight loss, fitness, plant-based, keto, gluten free etc. Some offer a combination of cook-at-home and
pre-prepared meals to give you a range of options to suit your lifestyle.

